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Legal notices related to Marelli website use 
 
The information and statements presented on this website are non-binding in nature. MARELLI shall not 
assume any liability or guarantee for the correctness and completeness of the information and data provided. 
We provide no guarantee and give no assurances regarding product properties. The contents of the web pages 
cannot form the basis of any legal claim. Errors in the contents will be rectified as soon as they come to our 
attention. Time-delayed updating of the web pages means that they may not always be up-to-date. Therefore, 
please contact us for information on status, technical details and availability of products and services. Links to 
other web pages are not continually checked. For this reason we do not accept any responsibility for the 
contents of linked pages. 

Downloading of data and software 
MARELLI shall not assume any liability or guarantee that data and software downloaded from web pages are 
free from errors. MARELLI checks the software for viruses. We do recommend, however, that you check data 
and software with the latest anti-virus software after downloading. 

Copyrights and other special patent rights 
The contents of these web pages are protected by copyright. One copy of the information from the web pages 
may be saved on a single computer, for non-commercial and personal internal use. Graphics, texts, logos, 
images, etc. must not be downloaded, reproduced, copied, changed, published, forwarded, transmitted or 
used in any other form without the prior written permission of MARELLI. Whenever the names of products and 
companies are quoted, they may refer to registered trademarks or brands. Unauthorized use of these may lead 
to claims for damages and injunctive relief. 

Protection of personal data and confidentiality 
No guarantee can be given that information or personal data that is transmitted to us will not be intercepted 
by third parties during the transmission. 

Liability 
MARELLI shall not be liable for any damages, in particular for direct or indirect consequential damages, data 
loss, lost profit, system breakdown or loss of production resulting from the use of these web pages or the 
downloading of data. Exemption from liability shall not apply if loss through the use of web pages or data 
download should result from willful intent or gross negligence. The legal relationship between you and 
MARELLI, established on the basis of the use of the web pages, shall be governed by the Belgian law. In the 
event of any legal disputes with merchants entered in the commercial register, if such disputes arise from the 
use of these web pages, the registered office of MARELLI in Brussels (BE) shall be the venue and place of 
jurisdiction. 

Notes on data protection 
As a rule, you will be able to access all internet pages of MARELLI (www.marelli.be) without providing any 
personal information. In those specific cases where you need to enter your name, your address or other 
personal data, you will first be notified thereof.  
Should you decide to transmit personal data over the internet to MARELLI (for example using ‘contact’ page’ to 
allow correspondence ), these data will be handled with care and in compliance with our ‘Privacy Charter’. 
When you visit our website, MARELLI receives user data which are saved for security reasons and may allow 
user identification (e.g. IP address, date, time and pages viewed). These data may be analyzed by MARELLI to 
learn about user behaviour and to compile statistics. No person-related use is made of such information. We 
reserve the right to use anonymized  data records for statistical analysis. 
 
Disclosure of personal information to third parties 
Any communication of data to service providers as part of the order data processing is governed by the 
provisions of the Belgian law, other statutory regulations and the contractual provisions of the privacy policy of 
MARELLI. Should MARELLI be required by law or court order to disclose your data, it will do so only to the 
extent required and to the bodies entitled to receive such data. 
For any other purposes, MARELLI will not disclose your data to third parties without your express consent. 
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Security 
MARELLI stores your data on specially protected servers. The data can only be accessed by a few persons who 
have been authorized by MARELLI and are responsible for the technical, commercial or editorial support and 
servicing of the servers. 

Right of revocation 
If you request MARELLI not to use your personal data for further contacts and/or to delete the data, we will act 
accordingly. Data that must be available for order handling or for commercial purposes will not be affected by 
cancellation or deletion. 
Please note that our personalized service can no longer be provided in the case of data withdrawal, as it is 
based on the use of customer information. 

Use of cookies 
Cookies are snippets of text information collected during an online session and stored on the user’s hard disk in 
the form of a special ASCII file (cookie.txt). The place where the cookie is stored on the user’s equipment is 
controlled by the user’s own web browser. A cookie contains information that is sent back to the server during 
the next online visit. It can only be read by the server that previously stored it. 
MARELLI only uses cookies if they are essential for user functions or to assist navigation on the website. The 
information is not made available to any third party, as cookies are only used for the above-mentioned 
purposes. 
Most browsers are set to automatically accept cookies. You can, however, deactivate this function in your 
browser. You can set your browser to notify you before you receive a cookie. 

Links to other websites 
The web pages of MARELLI may contain links to other web sites. MARELLI has no influence on the editorial 
content of these third-party web pages and on compliance, or non-compliance, of their operators with the data 
protection provisions. 

Advertising 
MARELLI web pages do not normally contain any banners. If they do, this advertising is delivered by external ad 
servers. The data collected in connection with this online advertising (ad impressions, ad clicks) is used 
exclusively for statistical purposes and to generate reports to advertising clients. No personal data are used. 
Any advertising delivered to your computer may or may not contain cookies. MARELLI has no influence on 
whether or not advertising cookies are sent. 
 
 


